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**Presto Sensor Taps**

**PRESTO VOLTA SENSOR TAP**

The Presto Volta Sensor tap enables no-touch activation for improved hygiene and features automatic shut-off of water flow.

- **Battery**: P55066
- **Mains**: P55053

(battery version shown)

**PRESTO VOLTA SENSOR MIXER TAP**

The Presto Volta sensor mixer tap enables the user to adjust the water temperature via a side lever.

This no-touch tap features automatic shut-off of water flow.

- **Battery**: P55169
- **Mains**: P55154

(mains version with transformer shown)

---

**Technical Data**

**Flow time:**
Automatic shut-off 2-3 seconds after hands are removed.

**Flow Rate:**
4 L/min

**Pressures:**
- Max Static: 800kPa
- Min Dyn: 100kPa
- Max Dyn: 500kPa

**WELS:** 6 Star

---

Presto Commercial Series

**PRESTO 2000**

The Presto 2000 timed flow tap offers reliable, durable performance for hand washing - a stylish way to save water.

- Standard: P20024
- Security: P20107

**PRESTO 2010**

The Presto 2010 timed flow tap wall mounted tap is designed for washrooms with wash planes, troughs and basins. It is stylish, hygienic and saves water.

- Standard: P20118
- Security: P20122

**PRESTO 2020 MIXER**

The Presto 2020 timed flow mixer tap enables users to adjust water temperature to suit their own comfort.

- Standard: P20516
- Security: P20517

**PRESTO 3000 MIXER**

The Presto 3000 timed flow mixer tap is a reliable and durable mixer tap for high use washrooms.

- Standard: P68025
- Security: P68125

**Technical Data**

- **Flow time:** 7.5 sec ± 2.5
- **Flow Rate:**
  - Non-mixers: 4 L/min
  - Mixers: 5 L/min
- **Pressures:**
  - Max Static: 800kPa
  - Min Dyn: 100kPa
  - Max Dyn: 500kPa
- **WELS:** 6 Star
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Presto Community Series

PRESTO 605

The Presto 605 timed flow tap is a reliable and durable timed flow tap for most washroom needs.

- Standard: Cold
  - P64608
- Standard: Warm
  - P64626
- Security: Cold
  - P64614
- Security: Warm
  - P64623

PRESTO 705

The Presto 705 timed flow tap is a lever-activated tap for easy operation by children and less-able users - ideal for childcare centres and schools.

- Standard
  - P64654

PRESTO 504

The Presto 504 timed flow wall-mounted tap delivers reliable performance for basins and washroom troughs.

- Standard: Cold
  - P63007
- Standard: Warm
  - P63017
- Security: Cold
  - P63107
- Security: Warm
  - P63111

PRESTO 704

The Presto 704 timed flow tap wall mounted, lever activated tap is designed for use in pre-schools and primary schools.

- Standard
  - P63909

Technical Data

Flow time:
7.5 sec ± 2.5

Flow Rate:
5 L/min

Pressures:
- Max Static: 800kPa
- Min Dyn: 100kPa
- Max Dyn: 500kPa

WELS: 6 Star
PRESTO TAP ADAPTOR

The Presto Tap Adaptor converts an existing shower or basin tap into an automatic shut-off device, which eliminates the need to modify existing pipe work.

- Standard 20 sec: 1800066
- Security 15 sec: 1800069
- Lever-operated: 1800068

PRESTO 512 VALVE

The Presto 512 push-button, timed flow valve with automatic shut-off after preset time.

- Rinse Showers 15 sec ± 5 sec
  - Standard: P31056
  - Security: P31057

Push-button extension pieces and clamping box are available.

PRESTO 520 & 530 FOOT VALVE

Single and dual pedal foot operated valves with automatic shut-off after 3-5 seconds of pedal being released.

- Single pedal:
  - 520: P23605
- Dual Pedal:
  - 530: P23635

PRESTO 712 KNEE VALVE

Knee operated timed flow valve with automatic shut-off after 15 sec ± 5 sec. Used in hygiene-critical areas.

- Standard: P31685
- Security (short lever): P31677

**Technical Data**

- **Flow time:** Refer to descriptions above
- **Flow Rate:** Valves 5.5 L/min
- **Pressures:**
  - Max Static: 800kPa
  - Min Dyn: 100kPa
  - Max Dyn: 500kPa
- **WELS:** 5 Star
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About Presto Tapware

**Presto timed flow tapware** is a stylish robust addition to any commercial and public washroom, featuring inbuilt water saving technology.

**Main features of Presto Taps**
- Automatic shut-off to save water
- Pre-set flow times to reduce water use
- Timed flow, push-button, mixer, lever and sensor activated options

**Key Benefits of Presto**
- Water Savings
- Comfort & hygiene
- Vandal Resistance
- Reliability
- Easy Maintenance

**Standard & Security Versions**
Most Presto taps and valves are available as standard or security versions. Standard versions activate water flow as soon as the button is pushed, while security versions will not activate water flow until the button is pushed and released.

**WELS Registration**
Presto taps and valves are WELS registered (Water Efficiency and Labeling Standards Scheme) with a 5 or 6 star rating.

**Warranty**
2 years subject to manufacturer’s conditions.

**More Information**
Download product manuals, data sheets, specification sheets, line drawings and brochures from our website.
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